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1. Overview 

a. Summary 
 

Already in the first room the player will have to fight three Bandits guarding the entrance. This will allow to 

enter two smaller rooms through the net of corridors, each of which will reveal more Bandits and fights 

leading to the first larger chamber. You will find the main locked door and a hidden door, which leads to the 

smaller repository containing treasure and potions. After careful examination of the surroundings in the main 

room, a large chest with the hidden key which unlocks the main door can be found. 

The Player will proceed to the lower floor, fighting more Bandits and discovering a broken bridge blocking the 

main path. The player will then climb a ladder to encounter the first mini-boss, the Archmage. This room has 

an optional path that leads to a private chamber as well as a secondary optional path directly connected to 

the second mini-boss room, the Executioner. The second mini-boss room stands as last guard to the final 

encounter. This room has an optional path that will lead to a private chamber.  

Once defeated the second mini-boss, the Player will be able to access the final room that leads to the exit, 

where the Warlord is awaiting.  

b. Narrative 
 

Stronghold of Thieves is a large-scale adventure set in the large halls of a castle, enhanced by the interesting 

set of challenges. After meeting with the Major of a small village, the Player learns about the atrocity 

committed by a powerful Warlord who has conquered and occupied the castle that once belonged to the 

noble of that region. The Warlord is in command of a group of Bandits who are looting and killing civilians in 

numerous villages that are surrounding the castle. The Player will need to enter the castle and put an end to 

the Warlord reign of terror. The Major will show the Player the way to the Castle built on the top of Dark 

Mountain, hidden by the cover of forest.  

Once in the Castle, the player will need to fight Bandits, find hidden keys and rooms in order to open locked 

doors and reveal secreted paths.  

 

c. Gameplay 
 

✓ Hidden paths revealing treasure rooms 

✓ Locked doors requiring keys 

✓ Enemies with diverse skills, combined into groups of different sizes  

✓ Optional paths 

✓ Potions 
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2. Layout Plan 
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3. Objectives and Challenges 

a. Objective 1: Entrance conquest 
The player enters the Castle, and consecutively faces the first Bandit waiting on a large 

platform, a second Bandit Archer hiding behind the columns and a third Bandit located in 

the room.   

Progression: 
✓ Enter the room 

✓ Fight the first bandit without being targeted by the Bandit Archer; defeat the Bandit 

✓ Proceed to the next opening and defeat the Bandit Archer                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

✓ Use the columns to avoid attacks  

✓ Enter the last room and defeat the third Bandit 

 

 

b. Objective 2: Column room 
The player climbs the ladder, goes through the corridor, enters the room with multiple 

columns and faces the Bandit.  

Progression: 
✓ Climb the ladder 

✓ Cross corridor 

✓ Enter the room 

✓ Defeat the Bandit 

 

 

 

 

c. Objective 3: Ranged fight 

The player climbs the ladder and enters the next room. There is barrier made of boxes providing 

an ideal ranged position, hiding two Bandits Archer. Player needs to quickly approach the Bandits 

and defeat them. 

Progression: 
✓ Move up the corridor 

✓ Run behind the pile of boxes to engage in combat 

✓ Defeat two Bandits Archer 
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d. Objective 4: Ball Hall conquest 
Player climbs the ladder, moving through a corridor that leads to a large 

area with multiple rooms. Two Bandits are waiting in the first room 4-A 

with multiple columns. After the fight with the Bandits, the Player has a 

chance to discover a hidden door leading to a secreted chamber 4-B with 2 

potions and a treasure chest. Player comes back to the room 4-A and 

proceeds to the room 4-C, where two Bandits Archer are awaiting. The fight 

is complicated with obstacles such as columns and piles of boxes. Player 

notices a locked door and proceeds further trying to find the key. The player 

enters a very large room 4-D with columns and pile of boxes. There are two 

Bandits and one Bandit Archer. The challenge is to fight maximum of two 

opponents at the time, without being targeted by the third one. Once the fight is over, the player 

enters the room 4-E and fights the last Bandit. Piles of boxes are hiding a treasure chest with the 

hidden key, and a potion. Player will then go back to room 4-C and unlocks the door; the Player can 

now leave the room and move down the ladder.  

Progression: 
✓ Climb the ladder and pass corridor 

✓ Enter the room and defeat two Bandits while hiding behind the columns 

✓ Discover the hidden door leading to the secret room 

✓ Go down to the room and loot the chest with the potions 

✓ Return back to the previous room 

✓ Proceed to the next room 

✓ Fight two Bandits Archer while using piles of boxes to avoid attacks 

✓ Reveal the locked door 

✓ Proceed to the next room  

✓ Fight two Bandits and one Bandit Archer trying not to get the attention of the opponents all at once 

✓ Use columns and piles of boxes during the fight 

✓ Proceed to the last room and defeat the Bandit 

✓ Find the chest among the pile of boxes, loot the key and life potions 

✓ Unlock the door and proceed 

e. Objective 5: Preparation for the fight 
The player goes down the ladder, passes corridor and enters the next 

room with two Bandits. There is a broken bridge exhibiting restricted 

areas of the final room. After the fight, the player claims the ladder to 

the next small room to fight the Bandit Archer. This is the final room 

before intense successive fights with the three bosses. 

Progression: 
✓ Go down the ladder 

✓ Enter the room and defeat two Bandits 

✓ Inspect the area to find a broken bridge 

✓ Go up the ladder and enter the next room 
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f. Objective 6: First boss fight 
The player climbs the ladder and enters the first mini-boss room. The 

Archmage is awaiting on the platform, surrounded with the columns. The 

player has to defeat the mini-boss to proceed to the next room. This fight will 

have 3 phases. Phase one: Archmage will cast few ranged spells and move 

around the pillars to avoid combat. Phase two (starts once the Player will deal 

enough damage to bring the mini-boss at 70% of HP): Archmage will cast a 

protective bubble that makes him unteachable and will summon 4 magic 

clones with low health and ranged attacks. The player will have to defeat 

them to destroy the protective bubble around the Archmage. Phase 3 (starts 

once the Player will deal enough damage to bring the mini-boss at 30% of HP): the Archmage will 

cast more powerful ranged and AOE spells. At the end of the fight, the Player can proceed to the 

next room or take the optional path that leads to the mini-boss private chamber that will contain 2 

potions.  

Progression: 
✓ Climb the ladder and enter the room 

✓ Defeat the mini-boss  

✓ Interact with the rest of the environment during the fight 

✓ Discover the chamber with potions 

 

g. Objective 7: Second Boss fight 
Player can now take an optional path to enter the new mini-boss room or proceed with the critical 

path. The option path will open to a small room with 2 treasure chests. Once 

the player enters the room, the mini-boss will activate and challenge the 

player to fight a duel. This mini-boss has high HP and deals high melee 

damage. 

Progression: 
✓ Discover the alternative route with the hidden treasure 

✓ Otherwise proceed to the next boss through the alternative main route 

✓ Defeat the mini-boss navigating through the arena 

 

h. Objective 8: Potions stocking  
After defeating the mini-boss, player examines the room to find a chamber with 

the potions. 

Progression: 
✓ Discover an alternative route leading to the chamber 

✓ Go down the stairs and enter the chamber 

✓ Find the potions 

✓ Return to the previous room 
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i. Objective 9: Main boss fight 
Player proceeds down the stairs and enters the small room which displays the entry to the Main Hall. 

This is the final room where the player will be fighting with the final boss. The boss is awaiting at his 

throne, greeting the player. Fight starts. The Warlord will summon 5 ethereal humanoid creatures 

that will immediately attack the player. The Warlord will not move from the throne until the player 

defeats the ethereal creatures. The Warlord will have a combination of melee 

and ranged magical attacks. Once defeated the boss, the player will examine 

the room to find boss bedroom where a treasure chest is hidden. Player leaves 

the dungeon through the EXIT. 

Progression: 
✓ Go down the stairs and enter the small room 

✓ Examine the large fight hall through the door opening 

✓ Start the fight 

✓ Defeat the boss 

✓ Examine the room and find the hidden treasure chest 

✓ Find the exit and exit the room 
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4. Flow Chart 
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5. Beat chart 
 

Table 1: Number of Enemies and Objectives per each 
Space     

 

Enemies Objectives 

Melee Ranged Archmage Executioner Warlord Treasure/Potions Find Key Unlock the door 

Space1 

Entrance / Start                 

Platform 1               

Column Space   1             

Room 1               

Space2 Column Room 1               

Space3 Room   2             

Space4 

4A Room 1 1       1     

4C Room   2             

4D Room 2 1             

4E Room 1         1 1   

Locked Door               1 

Space5 
Room 2               

Room   1             

Space6 Round Room 1     1     1     

Space7,9 Round Room 2       1   3     

Space 8 
Throne Room         1 1     

Stairs / Exit                 
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6. Asset list 
Class Asset Department Notes Exotic Class Asset Department Notes Exotic 

Player 

Player character model Art Model + texture NO 

Exotic 
Enemy 

Main boss: Warlord Art Model + texture YES 

Player character 
animation 

Art Animation NO Main boss: Warlord Art Animation YES 

Player character sounds Audio Audio NO Main boss: Warlord Programming AI YES 

HUD Art Heads up display NO Main boss: Warlord Audio Voice NO 

Enemy 

Melee bandit model 1 Art Model + texture NO Main boss: Warlord Audio Musical track for the battle YES 

Bandit model 1 Art Animation NO Main boss: Warlord Art Special effects YES 

Bandit model 1 Programming AI NO Main boss: Warlord Audio Special effects' sound YES 

Enemy 

Bandit model 2 Art Model + texture NO 

Objectives 

Locked door Art Model + texture NO 

Bandit model 2 Art Animation NO Locked door Art Animation when opened NO 

Bandit model 2 Programming AI NO Locked door Audio Sound effect NO 

Enemy 

Bandit Archer Art Model + texture NO 

Item 1 

Chest Art Model + texture NO 

Bandit Archer Art Animation NO Chest Audio Sounds effect (opening) NO 

Bandit Archer Programming AI NO Chest Animation Animation NO 

Exotic 
Enemy 

Miniboss1: Archmage Art Model + texture YES 

Item 2 

Key Art Model + texture NO 

Miniboss1: Archmage Art Animation YES Key Audio Sounds effect (opening) NO 

Miniboss1: Archmage Programming AI YES Key Animation Animation NO 

Miniboss1: Archmage Audio Voice NO 

Item 3 

Potion Art Model + texture NO 

Miniboss1: Archmage Audio Musical track for the battle YES Potion Audio Sounds effect (opening) NO 

Miniboss1: Archmage Art Special effects YES Potion Animation Animation NO 

Miniboss1: Archmage Audio Special effects' sound YES 

Game 

Soundtrack Audio Soundtrack NO 

Exotic 
Enemy 

Miniboss2: Executioner Art Model + texture YES Background and ceiling Art Skybox NO 

Miniboss2: Executioner Art Animation YES Cinematic 1 Art Opening cinematic animation YES 

Miniboss2: Executioner Programming AI YES Cinematic 1 SFX Audio Opening cinematic audio track YES 

Miniboss2: Executioner Audio Voice NO Cinematic 2 Art Closing cinematic animation YES 

Miniboss2: Executioner Audio Musical track for the battle YES Cinematic 2 SFX Audio Closing cinematic audio track YES 

Miniboss2: Executioner Art Special effects YES Dungeon Map Art Model + texture NO 

Miniboss2: Executioner Audio Special effects' sound YES 
     

 

7. Actionable Plan 
Beat Intent Priority 

Beat 1 Intended to teach player to fight various types of enemies, using environment (columns and walls) LOW 

Beat 2 Player gets familiar with different floor levels (ladders), practices using columns for further fights LOW 

Beat 3 First fight with multiple enemies simultaneously; offers secondary environmental option: boxes  MED 

Beat 4 Further practice fighting multiple enemies; offers hidden room; practice unlocking the locked door (search for key) MED 

Beat 5 This beat offers a down time for player to prepare for the mini-boss fight MED 

Beat 6 First Mini-Boss fight, player needs to use columns to avoid attacks; hidden room HIGH 

Beat 7 Second Mini-Boss fight, player needs to navigate uneven floor (arena); multiple hidden rooms / alternative path HIGH 

Beat 8 Final fight with the main Boss; hidden room HIGH 

 


